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Let (F, p) be a quadratic ramified extension of the field Qz of 2-adic numbers. 
with D its ring of integers and u the group of units of D. Let L be a regular n-ary 
quadratic lattice over o with n> 3 and SLG I). A lower bound is obtained for 
ord, dL when II $& 0(0+(L)). This yields a suffkient condition for the class number 
of an indefinite quadratic form over the ring of integers of a quadratic number field 
to be a divisor of the class number of the field. p 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The equivalence class of a quadratic form over the ring of integers of a 
local field can be determined, for example, by the methods in O’Meara 
[0, Chap. 91. However, if the form is over an integer ring in a global field, 
no general classification is yet available. In particular, there is generally no 
local-global principle for the integral equivalence of forms. This is in 
contrast to the theory of fractional equivalence, where such a principle is 
provided by the Hasse-Minkowski Theorem. The theory of spinor genera, 
developed by Eichler and Kneser, provides insight into the structure of the 
genus of a form, that is, the set of forms both fractionally and locally 
integrally equivalent to a given form. Knowledge of the image %(0 + (L,)) 
of the group of rotations of the p-adic localization L, of the lattice L under 
the spinor norm mapping % facilitates the exploitation of this theory. For 
example, Kneser in Satz 5 of [K] gives conditions involving only dL and 
rank L implying that an indefinite Z-lattice L of integral scale has class 
number 1, in effect by forcing the inclusion up c %(O+(L,)) for each 
rational prime number p. We find analogous conditions in the case of the 
ring of integers of a quadratic number field. 
Since the nondyadic case is well understood, and the dyadic case has 
been studied extensively when 2 is unramified (or when L, is modular; see 
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[EHl ] and [HI), we concentrate on the dyadic quadratic ramified case. In 
the absence of a theorem giving a good set of generators of O(L,) in the 
general dyadic situation, we are primarily seeking conditions which imply 
up E@O+(L,)), rather than a complete determination of the group 
w+(L,N. 
When unexplained, notation and terminology is that of [O]. In par- 
ticular, a quadratic form Q and its associated symmetric bilinear form B 
satisfy the identity Q(x) = B(x, x). When there is little risk of confusion, a 
given expression may be used to denote a scalar, an element of p/p’“, or an 
element of k/u*, according to context. The spinor norm map is denoted by 
6. If Z is a subset of an orthogonal group then 0(C) will generally refer to 
the union, rather than the set, of square classes 19(o) for CJ EC. The symbol 
c denotes strict inclusion. The greatest integer function is written [ .]. 
1. LOCAL PRELIMINARIES 
We adopt the notation of Section 93 of [0], beginning with a few 
elementary local results for later reference. The proofs, which either are 
elementary or follow from Sections 63 or 91 of [0], are omitted. Fix a 
dyadic local field (I;, p) of characteristic 0. Let II be a prime in the ring o 
of integers of F, and let e = e(p 1 2) = ord, 2. Denote by u the group of 
units of o. Fix p E u such that A = 1 + 4p has quadratic defect b(A) = 40. 
Let n be a natural number, V a regular n-ary quadratic space over F, and 
L an o-lattice on V. 
LEMA 1.1. Let V be a regular binary quadratic space over the dyadic 
local field E 
(i) flO#aEQ(V) then Q(V)= (0)~ {fl~l’l (a/?, -dV)=l}. 
(ii) Zf u $C Q(V) and TCU g Q(V) then V represents exactly harf the 
square classes of even order and exactly half the square classes of odd order, 
and (Q(V) n u)u* is a coset of a subgroup of index 2 in u/u*. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose (F, p) is a fully ramijTed extension of Q2. 
(i) Ifa, /?~fi with Ial = IpI then la+/? < Ial. 
(ii) If E E u then 1 + 4~ Z A. In particular 5 2 A. 
Remark 1.3. A fundamental tool in the determination of the symmetries 
of L is the following criterion, found in Section 91B of [O]. If x is a maxi- 
mal anisotropic vector in L, then the inclusion 2B(x, L) c Q(x)0 is 
necessary and sufficient for z, E O(L). Note that maximality of x is not 
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required for the sufficiency, since the inclusion is preserved when x is 
replaced by C’X. 
When the scalars represented by certain sublattices are known, the next 
proposition translates the criterion of [0, Section 91B] into a procedure 
for the determination of the set of spinor norms of symmetries of L: 
LEMMA 1.4. Let L be a lattice over the ring D of integers of a dyadic 
local field, with L = L, I . . . I L, a Jordan splitting. For a symmetr) 
t = z, E O(FL), a necessary and sufficient condition for z E O(L) is that ,&jr 
some x’ E Fx 
(i) X’EL with ord,Q(x’)=ord,sL+e-1 
or 
(ii) there is an integer ,a with ord, sL< p < ord, 5LI, .Y’ E L@‘, and 
ord, Q(x’)=p+e. 
COROLLARY 1.4.a. Let L be a lattice over the ring D of integers of a 
dyadic local field. If there are integers ,a and v uYth v 6 p + e such that, 
counting by square classes, LQ’ represents strictly more than half qf the 
scalars of p-adic order v, then u c 8( 0 + (L)). 
LEMMA 1.5. Let L be a lattice over the ring o of integers of a dyadic 
local field. If L has a component K with nK = 25K, then u c 0(0+(L)). 
2. A REPRESENTATION 
Next we apply O’Meara’s classification theorem [O, Theorem 93: 281 to 
obtain a special result on the representation of scalars. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L be a lattice of rank n over the ring o of integers 
of a dyadic local field. If n 2 3 with dL prime and nL = eL = o then 
u c Q(L). 
Proof Without loss of generality we may take L r (y, 6, X) with 7, 
6 E u. Let E be any unit. We will show that E t L. 
Since V = FL is a ternary space with prime discriminant, E t V and V 
has a diagonalization Vz (E, [, E jdV) with < a unit, in some base. Fix 
the o-lattice Kg (E, c, E [dV) generated by this base. One finds that K 
and L have the same fundamental invariants, and that conditions (i), (ii), 
and (iii) of O’Meara’s theorem hold vacuously. Thus cls K = cls L. Hence 
usQ(L). I 
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Remark. In contrast to Proposition 2.1, consider a lattice L z < 1, . . . . 1) 
of arbitrary rank. Here ~DL = 20, so the norm group gL = o2 + 20 contains 
no unit of quadratic defect strictly containing 20. It follows from [G, 
Lemma 41 that L represents a proportion of the square classes of units not 
exceeding Np - ce’21. 
COROLLARY 2.1.a. Let L be a ternary lattice over the ring o of integers 
of a dyadic local field with a Jordan splitting L = L, I L, such that 
dim L, = 1 with sL, = o and sL, = nL, = p. Then ECLI E Q(L). 
Proof L has a diagonalization Lz(E~, E~~‘c, ~~71) with E,, Ed, E~EU, 
say in the base {xi, x2, x3}. The sublattice pxi I ox2 I oxg of L represents 
all the prime elements of o by Proposition 2.1 and scaling. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let L be a lattice over the ring o of integers of a dyadic 
localfield. Suppose there is a component K of L such that p-‘vK= (SK)’ = 
(nK)‘, where r = rank Ka 3. Then u E 0(0+(L)). Hence 8(O+(L))=k 
Proof: This follows from Corollary 1.4.a and Proposition 2.1. 1 
3. RAMIFIED QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS OF Q, 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose o is the ring of integers of a ramified quadratic 
extension of Q2. Let L be a regular o-lattice with eL G o and rank n > 3. If 
ord, dL < 3 then u c 0(0+(L)). 
Proof: Let L = L, l. ... I L, be a Jordan splitting of L. Then t < 3 by 
the restriction on ord, dL. For 1 <i< t we may assume that 25L,c nL,; 
i.e., that nLi = sLi or peLi by Lemma 1.5, and that dim Li< 2 by 
[O, 93: 20). 
1. The case ord, dL < 2: This forces sL = o, so that L, is unimodular. 
Here again by [ 0,93 : 201 we may assume n = 3 and dL prime. By Lemma 
2.2 we only need to consider the case nL, = p. Then roL, = 20, so by [0, 
93: lo] we have L E L, I (rr) with L, =.A(zE, 2~), where EE u and q E o. 
Here we use the formula of Riehm, [R, Theorem 7.43, which gives 
Q(L1) = {a E gL, I (b(7’CEC#2 G4crp + (b( -dL&2} n Q(FL1). 
Since wL, = 20 we have gL, = z&o2 + 20 = p. Hence 
(0) Q(Ll)n~u= (CZE~U 1 (~(TcEc~))~G~o+ ...} nQ(FL,) 
= nun Q(FL1). 
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IfqEpthen -dL,=1--2~r~~~1+40, henceb(-dL,)=Oor4o,sothat 
dL 1 = - 1 or dL, = -A. In this case FL, represents every prime in o either 
because it is a hyperbolic plane or by [0,63: 151, respectively; hence L, 
represents every prime in o by (0 ), and the case is finished by Corollary 
1.4a. 
We may now assume that FL, is anisotropic and that q E u. In this case 
FL, represents elements of odd order (7~s) and elements of even order (2~ ), 
so by Lemma 1.1 and Eq. (0) above L, represents exactly half of the 
square classes of primes. If 7c +- L, again the case is finished by Corollary 
1.4.a since then L represents strictly more than half the primes. Thus by 
[IO, 93: lo] we may take E = 1. We now scale by q ’ and redefine rr if 
necessary to get LZ L, I (z) with L, zA(n, 2). Clearly L represents the 
prime z + 2. We claim that L, does not. For this, it will suffice by Lemma 
1.1 to show that (7r(71+2), 1 -2n)= -1. We have 
(n(n+2), 1-271)=(7c(71+2), 1-27c)(2n, 1-27r) 
=(4+2x, 1-2~). 
The space (4 + 271, 1 - 27~) represents 5 and therefore A by Lemma 1.2(u), 
hence (4 + 2rc, 1 - 27~) = - 1 by [0,63: 111. Thus n + 2 +- FL,. Hence L 
represents a prime that L, does not, so u E e(O’ (L)) by Corollary 1.4.a. 
This completes Case (1). 
Note that when ord, dL = 1 we actually showed that L represents strictly 
more than half the scalars of order 0 or 1. This fact will be needed in Case 
(7). Cases (2) through (5) share the assumptions n = 3 and ord, dL = 2. As 
in Case (1 ), this forces eL = o, so L, is unimoduiar. 
2. The case dim L, = 1 and dim L, = 2: This forces n = 3 with 
sL, = o, sL, = p, and L = L, 1 L,. The dual lattice L# of L has a Jordan 
splitting L”zLf IL, with e(L,#)=p--‘. Let K=(L”)“z(L~)“iL;, 
so that ord, dK= 1 and SK= o. Then K satisfies the hypotheses of Part ( 1). 
Recall that if u is an isometry of FL then a(L# ) = (a( L))#. Thus 0( L# ) = 
O(L); in particular t!l(O’(L#))=8(0+(L)). Hence uc@O’(K))= 
&Of(L)). 
3. The case dim L, = 2 with dim L, = 1 where nL, = p and sL, = 20: 
Here tr~L, = 20. Without loss of generality we may assume L E L, I (2) 
with L,~A(n,29) and LEO. Then wL,=20 as in Part (l), with 
gL,=no2+20=p and Q(L,)={aegL, 1 (b(m))*c4mp+(b(-dL,))‘i.n 
Q(FL1 ). giving 
Q(L,)nnu=Q(FL,)nnu 
Q(Ll)n2u= {C(E~U [8oz(b(-dL,))‘) nQ(FL,). 
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As in Part (1) we may now assume that q is a unit, giving b( -dL,)=p3 
and Q(L1) n 2u = Q(FL1) n 2~. 
By Lemma 1.1 (ii) FL, represents exactly half the square classes of even 
order and exactly half the square classes of odd order. By the equations 
above L, represents the same square classes via representatives of p-adic 
orders 2 and 1, respectively. We will show that either 2 + FL, or 
2 + rt f, FL,. Since both of these scalars are represented by L, this will 
complete the case by Corollary 1.4.a. 
First suppose rl f 1 (mod 2), so 1 - rl is prime by Lemma 1.2 (i). 
We have 1+2~(1-~)-~-(2rr,1-2~q) and S-(1+2rr(l---II))= 
4 - 2n( 1 -q) E 4p, again by Lemma 1.2 (i). Thus by the Local Square 
Theorem 5+ (2n, 1-271~). By [0,63: 111 we have (27c, 1-2nn)= -1. 
Hence 2 +-FL, by Lemma 1.1. 
Now suppose q = 1 (mod 2). Then - dL, E 1 - 271 by the Local Square 
Theorem. By [0, 93: 171 we may replace r] by 1, giving 
L z (A(rc, 2)) I (2). Then we know from the proof of Case (1) that 
2 + rt f, FL,, This completes Case (3). 
In Case (3) it has been shown that L represents strictly more than half 
the scalars of order v for some v < 2. This fact will be needed in Case (6). 
4. The case dimL,=2 with dimL,=l, nL,=o, mL,=p, and 
E’L~ = 20: In this case we will show that rc3u E Q(L”) (hence B(O+(L)) = P). 
We have L = L1 I oz with Q(z) = rr2s and EE u. Let K= L, .L p-‘z. Then 
K is unimodular and contains L. Since p = IDL, E tuL E tuK, we have 
wK=p. The proof of [0,93: 201 shows that mcQ(K), hence rr3us 
Q(W = QW”). 
(With somewhat more difficulty, one can actually show that nu G Q(L) 
in Case (4). We will not need this fact.) 
5. The case dim L, =2 with dim L, = 1, nL, = o, ~DL, =20, and 
4L2=20:By[O,93:17]L1~~(~,2~)with~~u,~~p,andb(-dL,)=2~o. 
Here gL, n u = (ED* + 20) n u = m2 + 20 = E + 20, since .&i* - E = 
~(6 + 1)(6 - 1) E p* for any unit 6 by Lemma 1.2 (i). We claim that Q(L1) n 
u=.s+20. We find that (b(-dL,))2cp6c40, and b(ae)&p2 implies 
b(c~)~p~ for UEU, so by Riehm’s formula Q(L,)nu= (aE&+20 I 
b(a&) G p’> n Q(FL1). But for any c1 E u we have CI = E (mod 2) iff (b(a) = p 
iff b(s) = p), making the condition b(~rs)~p~ redundant. Lemma 1.1 (ii) 
and a Hilbert symbol calculation now show that E + 20 E Q(FL,), estab- 
lishing the claim. From Riehm’s formula, L, represents no primes, and L, 
represents every scalar of order 2 that FL, represents. Thus if dL, 2 -1 or 
dL, z -A then Q(L,) n 2u = 2u, giving u c &O+(L)). 
To complete Case (5), suppose b( -dL,) = p3, so that q is prime. Sup- 
pose L, g (A(&, 21)) in the base x, y. Then Lfz (,4(&C’, 26~)) in the 
base 6-‘x, y for any unit 6. Thus, scaling if necessary, we may without loss 
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of generality assume that LrL, I(2) with L,zA(c, 2~). If 2$7c*(s+20) 
the case is finished by Corollary 1.4.a, so we may write 2 = ~*(a + 2~) for 
some c1 E o. It is clear that L represents 2 + 2~. Since 
is prime, 2 + 2~ $ ~‘(8 + 20). Now we have 2 + 2~ E Q(L) - I~*(E + 20) and 
n*(& +20) c Q(L). Counting by square classes, X’(E + 20) consists of 
exactly half of the scalars of p-adic order 2, by Lemma 4 of [G]. Thus 
u E 0( 0 + (L)) by Corollary 1.4.a. 
This completes the proof in case n = 3 with ord, dL = 2. 
6. Reduction to n = 3 when ord, dL = 2: We may assume that L has 
a Jordan decomposition L = L, I L,, where dim L, = dim L, = 2 with 
sL, = o and sL, = p. If nL; = sL, for i = 1, or 2 then L, has an orthogonal 
base and L has a component treated in an earlier case. Now suppose 
nL, = p and nL, = 20. Fix a vector y E Lz with ord, Q(jj) = 2. Let K be the 
sublattice L, -L oy of L. In the proof of Case (3) we saw that, counting by 
square classes, K represents strictly more than half of the scalars of p-adic 
order v for v = 1 or 2. Thus L satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1.4.a. 
7. The case ord, dL = 3. By (1) through (6) we may assume SL = o. 
If dim L, = 1 then the only case we need to consider is L z (E], TT, c27zz) 
where E, and a2 are units. Let X, , x2, .yj be a base for L giving this 
diagonalization. Then the sublattice p-u, + 0.~~ + 0.~~ of L represents all of 
2u by Corollary 2.1.a. 
If dim L, = 2 we may suppose without loss of generality that 
L = L, I Lz with L, unimodular and L, E (z~E) with E E u. Let K= L, i 
p-IL, z L, I (ne). In the proof of Case (I ) we saw that, counting by 
square classes, K represents strictly more than half of the scalars of p-adic 
order 0 or 1. Hence pK= Lp represents strictly more than half of the 
scalars of order v for v = 2 or 3. Thus L satisfies the hypotheses of 
Corollary 1.4.a with p = 1. [ 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The bound ord, dL < 3 given in Theorem 3.1 cannot be 
unconditionally improved. Consider the lattice L = L, I 0.~ over the ring of 
integers of a ramified quadratic extension of Q2, where L, z A( 1, 21~) and 
Q(J,) = 4. We claim that @O+(L)) = (1 + 2o)&“‘c up’. 
First we adapt an argument of O’Meara and Pollak [OPl, Proof of 7.21 
to show that, in this particular case, O(L) is generated by symmetries of L: 
Let 0 E O(L). Write ay = z + av with I E L, and a E o. Then we actually 
have ZEAL,, since otherwise B(y, L) = B(ay, L) 2 B(z, L,) 3 40, a con- 
tradiction. Hence Q(Z) E 160. Thus a E u, and in fact 4 = Q( ,) = Q(o),) = 
4a’+Q(z), so l-a*=(l-r)(l-a+2a)e4o, giving%-I (mod2). Thus 
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the two vectors ayfy=z+ (a + 1)y are in 2L with B(ay +y, L)E~o. 
Meanwhile, it follows from the identity Q(oy + y) + Q(ay - y) = 
4Q(y) = 16 that at least one of Q((gy f y)/2)0 240. Hence at least one of 
~(~y*Y)lz = ~o.v*y E O(L) by Remark 1.3. Let z denote this symmetry. Since 
ray = f y, the isometry rcr splits into its restrictions to oy and to L,. Since 
L, is binary, O(L,) is generated by symmetries (see 1.1 of [OP2]), each of 
which extends to a symmetry of L fixing y. Similarly for 0(0-v). Thus ro is 
a product of symmetries of L, so (T is also. 
We will use Lemma 1.4 to find the spinor norms of symmetries of L. We 
have dL, = 27c - 1. Lemma 1.1 (ii) and Hilbert symbol calculations now 
show that Q(FL1) n u = 1 + 20; meanwhile gL, = o2 + 20. Thus, as in Case 
(5) of the proof of Theorem 3.1, Q(L,) n u = 1+ 20 with Q(L,) n TTU = @ 
and Q(L1) n 2u = Q(FL1) n 2~. 
By Lemma 1.4, the set { Q(x)P2 1 z, E O(L)} is the set of square classes 
represented in the six sets Q(L”“) n rr”u, where p = 0 and v = 1 or 0 < p < 4 
and v = p + 2. We check that Q(L) n nu = 0, Q(L) n x2u = x2( 1 + 20), 
Q(L”) n rr3u = 0, Q(LP2) n z4u = n4( 1 + 20), Q(L”‘) n rr’u = 0, and finally 
Q(Lp”) n r&t c rc6( 1 + 20). Thus { Q(.u)P’ 1 z, E O(L)} = (1 + 20)P2. Hence 
e(o+(L))=(l+2o)~‘2cu~~. 
I am grateful to the referee for pointing out an error in the original 
version of Example 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose o is the ring of integers of a ramified quadratic 
extension of Q2. Let L be a regular o-lattice with eL E o and rank n 3 4. If 
ord, dL < 7 then u G f3(0 + (L)). 
Proof: Using Theorem 3.1, considering components and dual lattices 
(as in Case (2) of the proof of Theorem 3.1) when necessary treats all 
except two cases: 
1. L = L, I L,, where L, is binary unimodular, L, is binary 
2o-modular, nL, =p, and nL; = 2~. Let ye L, with Q(y)~rc~u and set 
K = L1 1 p - ‘y. As in the last three sentences of the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
K represents strictly more than half of the scalars of p-adic order 0 or 1. 
Thus Lp, which contains pK, represents strictly more than half of the 
scalars of order v for v = 2 or 3. Thus L satisfies the hypotheses of 
Corollary 1.4.a with ,u = 1. 
2. L = L, I Lz, where L, is binary unimodular and L, is binary 
2p-modular, with nL, =p and nL2 =40. Write L, z (A(xE, 2~))“’ with 
E E u and Y) E o as in Part (1) of the proof of Theorem 3.1. We will show that 
L satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1.4.a with p = 2 and v = 4. If r] E p 
then L2 represents all of 7c4u and the case is finished. Thus we may suppose 
q is a unit, so that in this case L, represents exactly half of the scalars of 
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order 4, corresponding to the units represented by FL,. Some element of 
order 5 is represented by Lf. We claim that if this scalar is added to each 
of the elements of order 4 represented by L, then at least one new square 
class is obtained. Scaling by 7ce4 yields the equivalent statement: The units 
represented by FL, are not stable under the map .u+-+.~+n. To see this, 
recall that (Q(FL,) n u)u2 is a coset of a subgroup of index 2 in u/u’ 
by Lemma 1.1 (ii). Consider the set X= {l, 1 + z, 1 + 271, 1 + 371). By 
Lemma 1.2 (ii) and the Local Square Theorem, d(1 +2x)(1 +E) 2 
(d+271)(1+~)~1+37c. Multiplying by 1+x gives (l+n)(l+37~)a 
d + 27~. Since b(d + 271) = 2p, the elements of X represent distinct square 
classes. Furthermore. X is not contained in any proper subgroup of u/u’. 
since (d + 2n)( 1 + 271) z d $ Xu’. Thus no proper subgroup of u/u’ is stable 
under addition of E. The same holds for a coset of a proper subgroup by 
translation, since the prime 7c is arbitrary. This establishes our claim. Thus 
L’;’ represents strictly more than half the scalars of p-adic order 4, and 
Corollary 1.4.a applies. 1 
Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 can be extended to situations in which a 
lattice L of large rank has a component to which one of them applies by 
scaling or considering the dual. A knowledge of all the Jordan dimensions 
and scales suffices to determine whether L has such a component. This 
information can be obtained in practice, but it is still interesting and con- 
venient to know an upper bound for ord, dL that forces L to have such a 
component. Before calculating this bound, we need a lemma concerning the 
scale of the last component in a Jordan splitting L = L, I . . I L, of L. 
Recall from [0] the notation L,,,=L, I..-IL, and ~,=ord~s, for 
1 di<r. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose o is the ring of integers of n ramified quadratic 
evtension of Q2. Let L be a regular o-lattice with sL z o and rank n > 3. Let 
L = L, i . I L, be a Jordan splitting -for L. [f 
lf 12 is men 
if n is odd 
then urO(O+(L)). 
Proof: Denote by t(n) the expression on the right in condition (0 ); i.e., 
r(n) is the nth term in the sequence 0, 0, 4, 4, 8, 8, . . . The proof is by 
induction on n. If n = 3 or n = 4 all except two cases follow easily from 
Theorem 3.1 or Lemma 3.3 by scaling and considering the dual when 
necessary. The remaining cases are L z (E, q, 5). where E is a unit with 
ord, 5 = 3 and 1 < ord, q < 2, and are dispatched by Corollary 1.4.a with 
p= 1. 
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Suppose n > 5, and suppose the proposition holds for smaller ranks. We 
may assume dim Li < 2 for all i. 
1. Suppose dim L,=dim L,_, = 1. Ifs,-,>s,-4 then the case n=3 
applies either to Lrp2 I L,- 1 I L, or to L,-* 1 L,_ 1 by scaling. If 
s t--2<~,-4 we have s,-,<s,-4<t(n)-4=t(n--2), so that LC,--2j 
satisfies the induction hypothesis. 
2. Suppose dim L, = 2 or dim L,- I = 2. If s,- I > s, - 4 then one of 
the initial cases n = 3 or n = 4 applies to L,- 1 I L, by scaling. Otherwise, 
wehaves,_,~s,-4<t(n)-4=t(n-2)~t(n-l),andL~,_,,satisfiesthe 
induction hypothesis. 1 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose o is the ring of integers of a ram@ied quadratic 
extension of Q2. Let L be a regular o-lattice with SL E o and rank n > 3. If 
then u E &O+(L)). 
if n is even 
zf n is odd 
Proof. This now follows from a consideration of the expression on the 
right in (I), which equals the n-term sum s(n) = 0 +0 + 4 +4 + 8 + 
8+ . . . + t(n). 
Remarks. (i) If F is an arbitrary dyadic local field of characteristic 0, it 
follows from [0, 93: 201 that the more restrictive condition ord, dL < 
[((n - 1)/2)2] implies u c @(O+(L)). (ii) If L = K Oz2 o for some Z,-lattice 
K, then its local spinor norms are studied in detail by Earnest and Hsia in 
[EH2]. 
4. A GLOBAL APPLICATION 
Here we employ the machinery developed by Eichler and Kneser, and 
our local results, to obtain upper bounds for the class numbers of certain 
lattices over number fields. The notation of [0, Section 1023 is used. Let 
F be an algebraic number field, n a natural number, V a regular n-ary 
quadratic space over F. Let S be a set consisting of all but finitely many 
discrete spots on F. Let o = o(S) (a Hasse domain). Let L be an o-lattice 
on V. Let h+(L) denote the number of proper classes in gen L and let 
g+(L) be the number of proper spinor genera in gen L. Let hAS) denote 
the order of the ideal class group of o. If F is an algebraic number field and 
S is the set of all discrete spots on F we write h,= hF(S). Define s(n) as in 
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the proof of Theorem 3.5. For p a discrete spot on F and n a natural 
number we define 
n(n - 1)/2 if p is nondyadic; 
s,(n) = s(n) if ord, 2 = 1 or ord, 2 = [F,: Qz] = 2; 
[((n - 1)/2)2] if p is any other dyadic spot. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose for each combination of signs at the real spots 
p at which I/,, is anisotropic there is an S-unit having that sign combination. 
Suppose n Z 3 with SL G o. If ord, OL <s,(n) for all p E S then g+(L) divides 
hF(S). Hence, if also S is indefinite for V, then h + (L) divides h,(S). 
Proof By [0, 102: 71 g+(L) is equal to the idele group index 
(J,: P,J$), where D = &O’(V)). Here Jk is the subgroup of J, consisting 
of all idlles i such that i, E 0(0’ (L,)) for each p in S. We claim that 
up E @O+(L,)) for all p E S. For nondyadic p this is well known (see [0, 
92: 91). For a spot at which 2 is prime it follows from the results in 
[EHl 1, and also is easily verified using the techniques of this paper. For 
a spot p at which ord, 2 = [F,: Qz] = 2 the claim is proved by Theorem 
3.5. For other dyadic spots the inclusion follows from [0, 93: 201. Hence 
Js E Jf. Thus g+(L) = (J,: PnJk) is a factor of (JF: PbJ:) = 
(J,: P,J;)(P,J$: P,J:). The index (JF: P,J;) is just h,(S). To see that 
(P,J;: P,J$) = 1 recall [0, 101: S] that D = {c(E~ 1 c( >O at each real 
spot p where V, is anisotropic) when n >, 3. Consider an arbitrary element 
(u)i of P,J; where c(E$’ and i, ELI, for all p in S. By hypothesis there is 
an S-unit E such that LYE > 0 at each real spot p at which V, is anisotropic. 
Thus (a)i = (a&)(&-‘)i E P,J$. Finally, S is indefinite for V, so by the 
Eichler-Kneser theorem ([0, Theorem 104: 51 or [K, Theorem 2]), 
h+(L) = g+(L). I 
COROLLARY 4.1.a. Suppose F is a quadratic number field with o its ring 
of algebraic integers. Let L be a regular indefinite n-ary o-lattice with n > 3 
such that SL c o. If for every p ES, ord, aL < s,(n), then h+(L) divides h,. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. As a more concrete example, suppose L is a lattice of 
rank n 2 3 and integral scale over the ring o = Z[i] of Gaussian integers. 
Then L is indefinite. We do not need to calculate the order of dL at each 
spot in order to use Corollary 4.1.a effectively. Indeed, it suffices to deter- 
mine ord I +i dL at the unique dyadic spot (1 + i)o, and max{ord, dL 1 4 
discrete, nondyadic}. Write dL = a + bi with a, b E Z. Considering the split- 
ting of primes in o and the product rule, one can show that the criteria of 
Corollary 4.1.a will be met exactly when the following conditions, involving 
only rational integer divisibility, are met: 
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(i) ord,(a2 + b2) - min{ord, a, ord, b} < n(n - 1)/2 for every odd 
prime p 
and 
(ii) 
if n is even; 
if n is odd. 
If this occurs then h+(L) <hQci) = 1, hence L enjoys a local-global 
principle, hence its (proper) class may be determined by the techniques of 
[ 0, Chapter 93. 
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